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First trip to Panamá since Covid!

How refreshing and encouraging to return to Panama once again and visit our different Indigenous friends and 
workers. This was the first trip since the borders were closed last year due to Covid. It was a 2,300 Km round trip, 

but God blessed along the way. 


After crossing the border into Panama, Russ stopped to fill up with diesel. While the attendant was filling the tank 
(we only have full-service stations in Latin America), Russ offered him a messenger (audio-Bible). He always explains 
to each person how to use the apparatus - the button for English or Spanish, how to access the Bible as well as the 

section of messages. The young man was so excited to receive it, he said, "Wait, let me get a piece of paper so I 
can write down the instructions on how to use it."  How encouraging to see and feel the hunger of people who want 

to read and/or hear God's Word.


We were thrilled to put into the hands of the people the materials you gave or provided: Study Bibles, Messengers, 
gospels of John, Jesus film, Bible study courses, flashlights, batteries (for the flashlights) and reading glasses. YOU 
made this all possible by providing either the money or the specific items.  Thank you!  Everyone receives these gifts 


with joy and many thanks!


With your partnership…

Yavisa, Panama is at the end of the Pan-American Highway. Three rivers converge 
here, so it is an important port. There are many outlying villages, and this is the 
town to which people come to sell their produce and buy supplies.




The latest new church building we are sponsoring is in Yavisa, Panama.  Américo, a man with a heart for reaching 
his people, had the burden for this church and is heading up the construction. (This is a completely different building 
from the one mentioned in the last newsletter. That was in Colombia for the Guahíbo people. This one is in Panama 
and for the Emberá tribe). The men of the church built the wood structure, and Russ purchased the tin for the roof 
last week. The picture below shows half the roof completed. The men (several of them new Christians) put up the 
roof in 2 days. This will give them a dry place to meet. The women play a big part in the construction and cannot be 
left out. They cook the food for the workers!  Thank you for providing the funds!

The next project will be pouring the floor.


Amid Covid… 
While churches and life in general are starting to open in the wake of Covid, many in other countries continue to 
suffer from new surges of infections and restrictions, as well as political unrest. Here in Costa Rica infections have 
started to diminish but remain high. Vehicular restrictions continue as well as nightly curfews. Travel on the 
weekends is extremely limited as one can only travel either Saturday or Sunday depending on the license plate 
number. Churches, while able to meet, have to follow strict guidelines:  No public singing, only one large children's 
class, masks, social distancing, etc. The government also requires a sign-up sheet of all who attend each service for 
later contact tracing if needed.


The virtual ministry continues to be a blessing to many lives, even among the 
indigenous people groups. One of the leaders of the Emberá told Russ that he 
downloads the messages and then plays them to others who don't have access to 
internet. Another lady, a doctor in Costa Rica, told us that she sends links of the 
messages to many of her patients. God is using them in many different ways.


Thank You
Thank you for allowing us to be your outreach of Latin America. You, our special 

partners, continue to bless and uplift us by special gifts for the ministry and regular 
support. 
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